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The two apartment buildings at Schönhauser Allee 55 have shone more brightly
since their restoration and impress with
their historical details.

The charm of the Wilhelminian era:
six condominiums and two commercial units in Prenzlauer Berg’s oldest
residential building.
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Location
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Apartments with industrial charm: eleven loft apartments and a commercial
unit in a former linen factory.

Restaurants, cafes and boutiques: Berlin’s transformation into one of the
world’s most popular cultural metropolises can be seen and experienced
in Prenzlauer Berg.

Authenticity and charm continue to characterize Prenzlauer Berg, and hardly another central
district in the city enjoys such urban diversity;
this quality, coupled with the quarter’s vibrant
past, results in the unique mixture for which it is
world famous. Whether families or singles, entrepreneurs or academics, Prenzlauer Berg’s central
location, outstanding infrastructure and high
quality of life make it one of the city’s most
popular neighborhoods.
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Historical flair and
industrial appeal

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

In the heart of Prenzlauer Berg, contemporary culture meets the
city’s perhaps most beautifully preserved Wilhelminian quarter.
In hardly another district are past and present as vibrantly alive as
they are here. In the two buildings at Schönhauser Allee 55 – one an
apartment house with an historical stucco façade, the other a former
linen factory – seventeen condominiums and loft apartments, as well
as three commercial units, offer a unique mixture of past and present.
From classic historical apartments and duplex units to a penthouse, 
the two buildings offer a variety of different types of living space and
floor plans that combine urban living with historical details.
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PROPERTY

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

Past and present unite to
form a unique living culture

The Wilhelminian building and the former linen factory, which are
connected by a landscaped courtyard, were renovated in 2010 and
restored to their original condition while remaining true to their historical substance and past. They were enhanced with contemporary
features, including floor-to-ceiling windows and balconies.

PROPERTY

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

01 + 02 The automated car lift leads directly from the courtyard into the underground parking garage. Fifteen
parking spaces are available.
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PROPERTY

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

The front building at Schönhauser Allee 55,
a former summer residence from 1858,
is Prenzlauer Berg’s oldest remaining re
sidential building; it was renovated several
years ago in close cooperation with the
Department for the Protection of Histo
rical Monuments. Since then, the structure
has shone in its former glory and impres
ses one with carefully restored historical
details. The heyday of the Wilhelminian
era is reflected in the generous and histo
rical floor plans of the apartments and two
commercial units.

Features

The quintessence of
Wilhelminian architecture
01

Listed façade

02

Bespoke stucco work

03 Impressive entrance area
04 Converted attic

Prestigious 19th
century residence

05

Automated underground parking spaces

06 Double glazed wooden windows
07

Landscaped courtyard

08 Bicycle storage facility

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55
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01

Impressive from the entrance to
the apartments: the staircase of the
historical building reflects the simple
elegance of Wilhelminian architecture.

02 Pleasing transition: the hallway and
entrance area provide an attractive
connection between the public and
private realm.
03 The façade of the historical building
was restored to its original condition.
04 Bespoke stucco work: the doublewinged entrance of the historical
building is framed by impressive
plaster figures.
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HISTORY

1858

Prenzlauer Berg’s
oldest apartment
building
In 1840, the large landowner
Wilhelm Griebenow sold lot
number 55 on the then still-undeveloped Schönhauser Allee.
This remained largely unbuilt
until 1858, when the stonemason Rudolf Müller had the existing front building erected as his
summer residence. The building
is now a listed structure and is
the oldest surviving residential
building in Prenzlauer Berg.

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55
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Eleven lofts and a commercial
unit in a former linen factory

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

The former 19th century linen factory was
renovated in 2010 and restored to its ori
ginal condition, while remaining true to its
historical substance and past. Combined
with floor-to-ceiling windows, spacious
balconies and modern bathrooms, the
open loft floor plans embody a splendid
synthesis of historical and contemporary
elements with the charm of industrial
architecture.

Features

A perfect blend of
the past and present
01

Historical industrial architecture

02

Renovated façade

03 Floor-to-ceiling windows
04 Southern, eastern and western exposures
05

Elevator

06 Automated underground parking spaces
07

Landscaped courtyard

08 Bicycle storage facility

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55
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01

Above the rooftops of Prenzlauer Berg
the penthouse, which rises over the
former linen factory, was built during
the building’s renovation.

02 Floor-to-ceiling windows, front balconies with southern exposure: natural
light fills the lofts of the side wing.
03 The balconies of the former linen
factory offer generous open areas and
connect inside and outside space.
04 The factory’s original historical façade
of light and dark bricks has been largely
preserved.

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55
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01

The charm of the 19th century is
evident at every turn in the buildings,
which were renovated in 2010.

02 Past and present complement each
other in the former linen factory and
form a remarkable synthesis.
03 With much respect for its past, the old
building has been restored to its original state.
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04 The brightly glazed clinker bricks in
the staircase are a typical element of
traditional industrial architecture.
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SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

HISTORY

1858

A building as a
symbol of change
In 1899, the business man
Hermann Eitig built a linen
factory on the back portion of
the lot at 55 Schönhauser Allee.
During the GDR era, the building served as a metal furniture
factory and as a joinery. After
the fall of the Berlin Wall, the
building remained empty for
several years, while its spaces
were used as a club room and
for artists’ studios. In 2010, the
former factory was restored to
its original state and enhanced
by a penthouse apartment.
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Historical
building
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HISTORICAL BUILDING

The charm of the
Wilhelminian era

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

The listed building from 1858 consists of a four-story front building,
whose sandstone façade and historical stucco work make it an absolute
rarity in Berlin. The façade details, restored in close cooperation with
the Department for the Protection of Historical Monuments Office, fulfill
the dreams of Wilhelminian architecture enthusiasts. The classic oldstyle charm also continues inside the building: the six apartments and two
commercial units of the former summer residence have generous and histo
rical floor plans, high ceilings and are furnished with bespoke materials.
The elaborately renovated front building at Schönhauser Allee 55 is unique
and reflects the heyday of bourgeois living culture.
The majority of the apartments and commercial units are currently leased.
No tenant pre-purchase right exists, and a termination of the lease for the
landlords‘ personal use seems possible within the statutory notice period.
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HISTORICAL BUILDING

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

Features

The past at its
most beautiful
01

Classic historical floor plans

02

Ceiling heights of up to 3.80 meters

03 Spacious balconies and loggias
04 Winged and paneled solid wood doors
05

Western exposure

06 Spacious light-flooded bathrooms
07

Wood floors

08 Guest WCs

HISTORICAL BUILDING

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55
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01

Windows with a view: the rooms facing
the back courtyard and the former linen
factory have eastern exposure and
provide morning sunshine.

02 With ceilings as high as 3.80 meters,
the rooms in the historical structure
are characterized by an impressive and
spacious atmosphere.

03

03 Hardwood floors and large wooden
windows lend these historical apartments their unique charm.

HISTORICAL BUILDING

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55
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01

Rich in contrasts: residents look out onto
Schönhauser Allee to the front, to the
rear onto the courtyard and the factory
addition.

02 It is one of the oldest kinds of hardwood
flooring: floorboards of solid wood are
an essential part of any classic historical
Berlin apartment building.

HISTORICAL BUILDING

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

01

01

High ceilings and solid wooden floors
give the apartments their exceptional
character.

02 From the bedroom directly into the bath
or dressing room: generous and historical floor plans make this possible.
02
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HISTORICAL BUILDING

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

01
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01

The bathtub in the former servants’ staircase. In two of the six historical apartments,
the dream of a tower room comes true.

02 The bathrooms are furnished according 
to the highest modern standards and offer
contemporary living comfort.

03

Lofts
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From a linen factory
to a residential
building

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

Five stories and a penthouse: the former linen factory at Schönhauser
Allee 55 combines the past and present and embodies Berlin’s transformation from an industrial to a cultural metropolis. Brick walls, coffered
ceilings and screed floors reflect turn-of-the-century charm and join 
open floor plans to create a unique synthesis. The lofts also have all the
conveniences of modern interior design including floor heating, open
kitchens and spacious balconies and terraces; natural light fills these mostly
south-facing apartments. The residents of the eleven lofts can access
the underground parking spaces via the elevator. Old and new exist in
perfect harmony here.
The majority of the apartments and commercial units are currently leased.
No tenant pre-purchase right exists, and a termination of the lease for the
landlords‘ personal use seems possible within the statutory notice period.
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LOFTS

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

Features

Past and present meet to form
a unique living atmosphere
01

Different apartment types, including a
penthouse and duplex apartments

02

Open floor plans

03 Spacious terraces and balconies
04 Ceiling heights of up to 3.35 meters
05

Open kitchens

06 Floor heating
07

Screed floors

08 Coffered ceilings

LOFTS

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55
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01

The two-story living spaces of the
duplex apartments offer a numerous
interior and exterior views, as well as
those between the levels.

02 The open kitchens emphasize the
spaciousness of the lofts and create a
distinct and cozy living atmosphere.

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

01

03

LOFTS

02
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01

The lofts’ coffered ceilings lend the
spaces a unique atmosphere and are
an impressive testimony to 19th century
industrial architecture.

02 Ceiling heights of up to 3.35 meters
lend the lofts their generous feel and
convey a greater sense of personal
space.
03 Industrial architectural details, such as
interior walls made of brick or clinker
bricks, give the former linen factory its
special charm.

LOFTS

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55
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01

Exciting views and an abundance of
natural light: with their southern,
eastern and western exposures the loft
apartments are flooded with daylight.

02 The new floor-to-ceiling windows and
balconies are an exciting contrast
to the building’s historical industrial
architecture.

LOFTS

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55
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01
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01

All apartments in the former linen 
factory have a spacious master
bathroom and a guest WC.

02 Shower, bath and floor heating: the
bathroom fixtures underline the
individual character and outstanding 
living comfort of the lofts.
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Schönhauser Allee is the lifeblood of Prenzlauer
Berg, whose well-preserved historical building
structure makes it one of the most beautiful Wilhelminian districts in Berlin. Between Torstraße,
Kastanien- and Pappelallee, Berlin’s transformation into one of the world’s most popular cultural centers is evident. Restaurants, cafés and
boutiques, as well as a multitude of supermarkets,
schools, parks and good transport connections,
constitute an excellent infrastructure. It is thus
hardly surprising that Prenzlauer Berg is thriving
not only as a residential district but also as a popular office location for the capital city’s booming
startup scene.
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SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55
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01

Tuna me up: Umami’s homemade
Indochinese cuisine is among the best
of its kind in the capital.

02 In Meierei, guests can enjoy homemade
apple strudel and cheese spaetzle in
alpine coziness.
03 Fancy fish? At Fischfabrik, fish fans will
find all sorts of culinary delicacies from
the Mediterranean region.

LO C AT I O N

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55
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01

Not just for the Francophiles: La Käserie
boasts 80 cheeses from small, seasonal
production by selected cheese makers.

02 Kleine Fabriek on Kastanienallee is
perhaps the city’s coolest baby shop.
03 Be cool! The sneaker and streetwear
store BQL on Kastanienallee.

LO C AT I O N

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55
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For younger and older explorers alike:
at the Zeiss-Großplanetarium, it‘s off to
the stars.

02 Formerly VEB Isokond, today a gallery:
in a former industrial hall, the Sexauer
Gallery presents contemporary art.

03

02

03 Sandwiches, buns, freshly baked cakes
and white sausages: home-style breakfasts are served at Engelberg.
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C O N TAC T

SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 55

Contact

ADDRESS

DISTRICT COURT

TELEPHONE

Telefon +49 (0) 30 902 910
Telefax +49 (0) 30 902 914 666

David Borck
Immobiliengesellschaft mbH
Schlüterstraße 45
10707 Berlin

Phone +49 (0) 30 887 742 50
Fax +49 (0) 30 887 742 525

WEB

www.schoenhauserallee55.de/en

MAIL

service@david-borck.de
Managing Partners
Caren Rothmann amd David Borck

Berlin-Charlottenburg HRB 127328 B
Regulatory Authority
Bezirksamt Berlin
Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf von Berlin
10617 Berlin

